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that .is used to produce ~1222~. In the four-wave som mixing scheme [Tomkins 
and Mahon. Opt. Lett. 7. 304 (1982)1. the energy of three photons is added to 
produce one VUV photon: 2001 + 002 = 003' 
at 001 = 31964 cm-1 (or 3128 A) to reach 
at 001 to reach many bound and repulsive 
will soon install a LiF prism 
the OH cell and. then. search 
Ground state OH can absorb 2 photons 
the repulsive 12[- state. or 3 photons 
states at ~9S900 cm-l (11.89 eV). We 
all radiation but that at 1222 A from to remove 
for the n2f - X2tt fluorescence. 
2.2 H2£Q (EQ!m!ldeh~£): No progress. 
2.3 £Q (£g!!.2!! Monoxide): 
High-resolution measurements of absorption by the C(O) - X(O) and 
£(0) - X(O) bands of CO nt ~1080 A were complet~d iu early March of 1984. The 
data have yet to be analyzed. John Blnck reports that accurate values of 
these f-values are needed more than ever in order to establish the dominant 
photodissociation channels for CO. 
3.1.1 Lifetime !!l£.!!!!~!!!!!nts: 
The Si II .po - op intersystem multiplet at -2340 A is seen in emission 
in cool stars. These lines arr not density sensitive ther~. but future. 
high-resolution observations of other objects with HRS are likely to show 
density sensitivity (Carole Jordan. personal communication). 
PI'eliroinary measurements of a Si II metastable level lifetime were 
presented in Semi-Annual Report 14. A monochromator was used to isolate one 
liue of the multiplet. The apparatus was less sensitive than predicted. so we 
turned to a laser excitation technique. 
In this new method. Si+ ions were produced by electron bombardment of 
SiH4 as before. Ion creation was followed by a 90 Msec delay during which all 
levels. including the metastable. decayed to the ground term. Then laser 
rodiation that was tuned to one of the intersystem line wavelengths was used 
to 'pump' Si+ ions from the ground term to one of the 4pJ metastable levels. 
The radiative lifetime was measured by counting fluorescent photons from the 
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decay of the excited level. Only very preliminary results have heen obtained. 
We will roturn to study of the Si II intersystem lines after we have 
finished development of our laser-plasma source of ions (see Sect. 3.2 and 
attached paper des~ribed in Item 5.2 iii). This technique should allow us to 
creatu B pure silicen-ion plasma and eliminate concern about possible emission 
from molecular ions. 
3.1.2 Branching ratios in ~ II: 
Branching ratios are required in order to obtain transition probabilities 
from lifetimes of levels that have several decay channels. In order to 
measure decay branching ~atios for the metastable levels of Si II and other 
ions that we have studied, we are collaborating with Dr. M. C. E. Ruber 
(Institut fur Astronomie, BTU-Zurich). Ruber's faoility is the only one 
devoted to VUV branching ratio measurements of astrophysical interest, The 
fir,st spectra showed contamination by molecular bands. Huber has borrowed the 
hollow cathode nsed by U. Litzen (Lund) in his study of the Si I spectrum 
[Ark. Fys. 31, 453 (1966)1. Its design permits operation at high 
temperatures that outgas the molecules. No branching ratio measurements have 
yet been made. 
3.2 A-Value fo.,! the ~o - 3py Line of Al II 
Our measurement of the lifetime of the 3p~ level of AI+ differs from our 
previous lifetime measurements in the way that the ions are produced: the Al+ 
ions are generated in a laser-produced plasma (LPP) rather than by electron 
bombardment of gases. 
We have constructed a new, wire-mesh ion trap that pumps out faster speed 
than our old, solid-walled trap. We have created and stored aluminum ions and 
studied the creation and storage processes as well as the emission from the 
stored ions. 
Preliminary evidence indicates that Al+ ions are indeed stored and thftt 
there is fluorescence with a decay time similar to that expected. The 
fluorescence is enhanced if the plasma is bombarded with the electron beam 
that is used for creation of ions from gases. A number of tests and 
improvements have to be performed before definitive measurements of the Al II 
metastable level lifetime can begin. 
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This work was describod in a paper. titled Measurement gi ~ A-value of 
~ 3s2 ISO - ~ 3p~ Intersystem Transition in Al II Ai 2670 A: ! Progress 
Report. that was presented at IAU Colloquium No. 86. A copy is attached (see 
Item 5.2.iii). 
4. PROGRESS REPORT: RESEARCH!N SUPPORT QE f~/COLUMBUS 
Appendix A of The Final Report of the Science Working Group for the Far 
Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer. titled Recommen~ations ~ Researcb and 
Technology Development. points to a need for an accurate value of the 'H~/'ne 
584 A isotope shift. Planning for FUSE (a.k.a. COLUMBUS) requires this value 
in order to determine whether this satellite spectrometer could measure D/n 
and 'He/ 4H. ratios in the same parcels of gas and. thus. set important 
co~straints on big-bang cosmology. 
We considered the possibility of measuring the isotope shift in our 
laboratory and discuss~d the accuracy of existing data with some of our 
colleagues. We established (with the help of George Victor. CFA. end Gordon 
Drake. U. Windsor) that a value could be calculated from data in the 
literature AA('He - 4He) = 0.030 1 (= 15.4 km sec- ' ). F. Tomkins (Argonne) 
pointed out that Herzberg [Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. A. 248. 309 (1958)] had 
measured the shift. obtaining A = 0.0301 ± 0.0005 1. 
These data were provided to the SWG for FUSE through Don York 
(U. Chicago). 
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Ab,lraet 
TIle Intensities or uhr:1\'lolct. spln-th:Jnj:ln~. "IntcrS)'5tcm"Uncs or lowoZ 
:numlc Ions arc frequentl)' used in dct~rminatlons of electron densities 
:lOd tCll1pCralUrc~ In :l5twpil),slcal plasnlJs :15 well as in measurements of 
clement abundances in the Intcrstcll:u l!3S, The transition probabilities 
(Aovalues) of these lines. which arc 3bout rh'c orders of magnilude weaker 
than allowed lines. han~ not been mcolsurcd heretofore and various calcu-
liltfllns produce A·\'ahl(~5 for these lines th:n differ by as much 35 SOt;(, A 
rJdlo·frcqucnc)' ion trap has bl!cn used for the first measurements of 
trunsition probabiliticii for intersrstcm Hnes liccn In oSlronomic:1 spectra. 
The II1casllh!n1Cnt procedure h dis~Llsscd and results for 51 1II. 0 Ill. N II. 
and C 111 ar~' rc\'h~\\cd lind comp3red 10 c3lcul:lIcd \'Illues. Discrepancies 
e\isti these IndlclIle tho I some of the calculJtcd A·values may be less rell· 
ablc than has bl!cn bclic\'ed and that rC\ll~lons to the electron densities 
dl!terllllncd for some astroph),slcul plasmas mol)' be required, 
I. Introduction 
Spln·changlng (Intersystem) transir.ions in 10w.Z atoms and Ions 
are seen In the spectra of a variety of astronomical objecls: 
examples are the sun. hot stars [I I. novae PI. cool stars [3.41. 
s)'l11biotk Slars [51. binar), stars [6-81. variable stars [9-1 I I. 
Herbig··Haro objects 111]. H II regions [13.14], planetary 
lIebulae [15, 161. quasars and galaxies. Including Seyfert galaxies 
[17-191. the interSieliar gas [10.11], and in the plasma torus of 
10 [121. The Intersystem lines most commonly seen are those of 
C .... C2+. N+, :-,:2+, N3+, O. 0:"', OJ+, MS+,Ar.Si\SI 2+, nnd S~+. 
TIt esc lines are primarily in the ultraviolet and. as a consequence. 
most of the observations have been made from satellites. such as 
IUE [231 in the case of objects other than the sun. 
These lines are frequentlY used to determine electron den· 
silies and temperatures in astrophysical plasmas. Numerous 
review papcrs discuss these techniques, especially the use of 
Intersystem lines in the study of Ihe solar transition zone. the 
thin region between the chromosphere and the corona. where 
the temperature rises from 10' K to 10· K. Dufton and KingSion 
[241. Feldman [251. Dere and Mason [261. Jordan [27], Doschek 
and Feldman [28], and Dupree [29] are representative of recent 
reviews. 
Spin.changing lines arc forbidden by the selection rules 
for electric-dipole transitions but can occur as a consequence of 
spin-orbit interactions. For highly-ionized species, intersystem 
line transition probabllilies (A-values) can approach those of 
allowed lines. i.e .• of the order of 10' s·'. but. for light clements 
in low charge states. the A-values arc 4 to 6 orders of magnitude 
Slnaller. The upper levels of these transilions have lifetimes of 
Ihe order of 0. I to 10 ms and are said to be metastable. 
P"ysic'a Scripta T8 
Intersystem lines ore usually weak in labarator)' lighl sour~es 
because the metastable lel'els are collbionall)' de·exclted before 
they radiale. However. in man)' of thl' diffuse plasmas studied 
by astronomers, the collisional dc·excltation me of these lel'els 
Is of the same order of magnitude as the radlatil'e decal' rate and 
Ihe "seml·forbidden". IntersySiem lines ~an be ,omparable in 
Intensity to allowed ones. When such conJltlllns exist. line 
inl"-nslt)· ratios of allowed to Intersystem transitions - or Inter· 
system to electric quadrupole or magnetic Jipole. "forbidden" 
transitions (see Section 3.4 for an example) - becllme sensltil'e 
indicators of electron density. • 
Measurements of temp"ature employ inlensity tatic.s for 
lines with different upper level energies [see ~4-~C)J.lnters)'stem 
lines arc not necessary but arc frequently used. 
A large number of diagnostic lines is required becallse none 
gives unambiguous results. Some line ratios Inl'oll'e Ions formed 
In regions of different density. temperalure. or optical depth; 
some require speclromeler detection efficlenc), calibration over 
a wide range of w.velength: some diagnostic lines arc blended 
with other emissions. both line and continuum: some ions are in· 
fluenced by charge transfer; and some lines saturate detectors. As 
a consequence. man), diagnostic approaches are useJ and many 
fundamental atomic data. speclfic.lly ,4-l'alue, and electron im· 
pact excitation and de-excitation rates. are reqUired_ The accu· 
racies with which the electron density and temperature in the 
plasmas can be inferred by line·ratio techniques depend directly 
upon the precision and completeness of these atomic data. 
Because they are weak, intersystem lines arc also useful in 
determination of interstellar gas phase abundances [sec "0. 2 I]. 
For abundant species, such as C\ C2+, N. N+. Nh • O. AI·, 
Si+, and S1 1+, resonance lines arc frequently saturated and multi-
plet componenis are blended. However. the Intersystem lines arc 
unsaturated at the highest column densities studied to date. 
Reliable transition probabilities are required if acCUrate column 
densities arc to be determined from measured equil'alenlwidths. 
The lack of accurate determinations of abundances currently 
impedes studies of important physical properties of the inter-
stellar gas and grains. as weil as studies of the el'olulionary 
cycling of matter between stars. gas, and grains. 
This paper reviews the first measured I'aiues for the transition 
probabilities of the intersystem lines that are used in gas phase 
abundance determinations or in density and temperature diag-
nostics for astrophysical plasmas with temperatures between 
10' K and 10' K and electron densities between 10' cm-' and 
1011 Col -'. Until now. astronomers have had to rely on calcu-
( 
, 
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Table I. Metastablc Icvelllfctllllcs /IIcaSllrcd uslllg 1011 traps 
Llfollmoa 
Ion Upper lovol (5) Rererem:e 
SI" 3,3p 'N 6.0 (_ S)b InlorsYllem EI I32J 
LI' 1l2' 's, S.O (-4) 2 pholon (33) 
II,' 2r'S", 1.2(-3) 2 pholon (34J 
0" 2p"S: 1.2 ( •• 3)' intersystem EI [3SJ 
N' 2pJ ·s: 4.S (_ 3)d InICJI),II.m EI [361 
c,· 2s2p 'pr 1.4 (- 2)' Intersyslom EI [37J 
CU' 3d·4s 'D, S.O (-I) E2 [381 
n.' Sd'D,., 1.8(1) E2 [39[ 
n .. - Sd'D,., 4.7(1) E2 [401 
U' 1,2, 's, S.9 (I) MI [41 J 
a Numbor In p.ronlheso.ln pow,,, of I 0: 1.0., 6.0 (- S) = 6 X 10". 
b See Soollon 3.1. 
e See Section 3.2. 
d See Soollon 3.3. 
t Prelimin.1r)': sec Section 3.4. 
laled values; discrepancies of SOo/c or more exl\\ among them 
(sec tables In Section 3). Even In Ihe cases where dIfferent calcu. 
lations agree, the accuracies or the results cannol be assessed 
In the absence of measured values. The comparIsons of our 
laboratory A·values to calculated ones in Seclion 3 show that 
the accurac,! of the latter may have been overcstlmated In some 
cases. 
2. Method of measurement 
:.1. Apparatus and procedure 
TIte Inters)'stem line transition proba\Jllltles were determined by 
measuring the lifetimes of the metastable upper lel'els, i.e., by 
direct observation of the time dependence of the Intensity of 
the decay photons. (In cases where an upper level has several 
decay chr"'nels, this procedure gives only the sum of the A· 
values). 
The Ions were held in a radio·frequency "ion trap", a form of 
potential well which cOllstraln~ Ions to a limited volume, of the 
order of I cm' In our case. 'Dte prinCiples of ion storage have 
been discussed by Oehmelt (30J and by Wineland, Itano, and 
Van Dyck [31 J. Because the plessure In Ion traps is low, the 
environment Is approximately collision·free and the trapped 
ions can decay radiatively before being collisionally de·excited. 
A number of metastable level II fe times that have been measured 
using ions traps arc given in Table I. 
Our ion trap, shown schematically In Fig. I, and measure· 
..... -- ---- ...... -- -- .......... -- .. -1 
ELECTRON 
GUN 
" 
m'ON IIONITOR 
Fig. J. Schematic diagram of ion trap. All components except the photo· 
muttlplier (PMn were In the high vacuum chamber. The PMT was In 
another evacuated chamber separated (rom the fust by an MgF~ window. 
The ion monitor was a magnetic electron multiplier. 
ment procedures have bren described brleny by Kwong et al. 
(32J. A some\Vha, different, earlier version of our apparatus 
and methods have been described by Knlgllt [36J. TIte cylln. 
drlcal, stainless steel Ion trap !tas a diameter and height of 
3.3 em. A mes't I.uvered hole, 1.25 em In diameter, permitted 
observation of the radiative decays. A MgF~, fl5 lens focussed 
the decay photons onto the photomultiplier tube (PMT). Wal'e' 
length resolution was provided by selecting different photo· 
cathodes and by employing Oltcrs. 
Pressures In the vacuum chamber were measllred v,1tft an 
uncallbrated. nude, Ionization gauge that we estimated 10 be 
accumte to within a factor of tltsee on an absolute basis. 
The base pressure of the system was 2 x 10-10 Torr. When 
the electron gun was on, we estimaled that the partial pressure 
of residual gas within the trap Itself mal' have been as high as 
10-8 Torr because localized heating Increased the outgassing 
rate In a region where apertures restricted the pumping speed. 
The voltage applied to a radlo·frequency trap has the form 
Vet) = Vo + Vo cos (nt). v o, Vo, and n can be selected to optI· 
mlze the storage of a particular charge·to·mass ratio (sec dis· 
cussion of the stability diagram" for radlo·frequency Ion traps 
by Wineland et al. [31 J). Our trap was operated With various 
parameters thai produced potential well depths ranging from 
6 to 2S eV; typical values were 10 V.;; Vo .;; 40 V, 200 V '" 
Vo .;; 500 V, and n/2n '" I MHz. 
The sequence of events thai comprised one operating cycle 
of the trap is shown schematically In Fig. 2. TIte Ions were 
created by electron bombardment of gases at pressures ranging 
from 10-9 to 10-6 Torr in the trap. A pulse of electrons. at 
most 0.1 mA at 200 to 3S0eV, created Ions for a period of the 
same order of magnitude as the metastable lifetime. FollOWing 
the creation and storage of the Ions, there was a delay period of 
at least 50 ps during which allowed transitions occurred and 
species with unwanted charge.to.mass ratios drifted out of the 
:'-ONE CYCLE-; 
Cl.OCK n n ~ n n 
FIl.l. JJ n p n n 
REl.AX n n i 0 n 0 
GATE J 0 0 0 0 C 
DUMP no n 0: n n: 
OETUNE I • • L 
Fig. 2. Ion trap timing sequence (schemallc). The clock pul,es were al 
5 ms to 100 ms intervals. During the FILL period, the electron beam dis-
sociated the target gas and created the Ions. During the RELAX period, 
allOWed transitions occurred and untrapped species drifted out of the 
tIap. Photons were detected while the GATE was on. The trap was 
emptied durlns: the DUMP period by Ilttractin~ the ions through the 
lower, end-tap electrode onto the ion monitor (cf. FI!!. 1). On alternate 
half-tyclcs the trap was DETUNED. MJ that no ions were stored. Signal 
plus background were accumulated during the first halves of the cycles: 
baCkground was subtracted during the second halves. 
\ 
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FI~.;, Te5\ of Ihe add/.ubl,"" mode of oporollon. C', wos .Iored I" Ihe 
Ir.p bUllh. 1909 A InleU),Slem Une .nd Ih. 2325 A InICrS)'Slcm mulll· 
plel of C', which w.s .Iso Slorcd, were blocked with rulOrs. TI" .VCf3~e 
v.lue of zero demonSlr.1Cs Ihal Ihe add/sublroCI mode of oporollon hos 
no '),51cmallc •• ymmell)'. T),pleal Slallslknluncert.lnlles are .hown. TI" 
ne~.tlv. v.lues re.ull from cases where B{ < Bi (ef. Socllon 2,2). 
trap. After the delay period, signals from detected photons were 
counted with a multichannel scaler (MCS) for a period up to 
8-10 lifetimes In duration, When the measurement period was 
over, the Ions were ejecled frnm the trap onto a magnetic elec· 
tron multiplier which monitored their number. This completed 
the first half of a cycle. 
On the subsequent half·cycle, the d.c. voitagc, Vo, was 
changed to a value that made the trap repulsive for all Ions and 
the creJte-dclay-deteet-dump cycle was rcpeated. On thesc 
alternale half·eycles, the "background" signal, for example from 
decay of metastable levels In neutral species and/or from PMT 
dark counts, was subtracted from those previously accumulated 
by the MCS. By using this method, any background Is subtracted 
in a way that Is insensitive to slow drifts In the operating con· 
dltlons of the trap. TIlls "add/subtract" mode of operation has 
been tested by using an optical filter to block the radiation from 
the decay of a metastable level; the remaining signal showed no 
time dependence. nata from one such test arc given in Fig, 3. If 
the background was much less than the signal, the trap was used 
In an "add/add" mode and the ions of interest were stored 
during both halves of the cycles. 
The measurement procedure described above gives the total 
rate of change of the number of metastable Ions In the trap, 
Consequently, processes other than radiative decay have to be 
considered. Collisional loss processes are discussed In the 
remainder of this section, Processes that would repopulate the 
metastable level are considered In Section 2.3. 
TIle prinCipal mechanism for loss of ions from the trap Is 
charge·changing collisions. We measured the ion monitor signal 
for times up to 100 ms arter creation of the ions, The storage 
times were always signincantly greater than the lifetimes being 
measured (see rig. 4). TIlis test of the storage time for all Ions is 
a necessary, but not sufficient, indication that metastable ions 
were not lost through processes other than radiative decay. 
Because the prinCipal mechanisms for loss of metastable ions 
involve collisions with the residual ga, or with the source gas, 
which is estimated to be at least 10· times more abundant than 
the metastable Ions, the decay rates were measured over a range 
of source gas pressures and with several gases (cf. Section 3). 
The use of several source gases assured that the decays studied 
were those desired and not spurious, slow decays in molecular 
ions produced from the target gas. 
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Fig. 5. Decay curve for the 3PI ,_IS: transition of 0 Ill. Nine curves 
obtain with the same source gas pressure, viz .. 0: at 4.8 X 10·' TOfr. 
were summcti to give the data shown. TIlere were 3.8 X 10 6 cycles 
of the trap. The first 5 channels were deleted before fitting and are not 
shown here. The fitting parameters arc AI = 840:. J I,A, = 155:=: 138, 
Q: 1 = 2973 158 and 0:, = 14 :t 18. The uncertainties quoted arc 
statistical only and are at the 90% confidence level. For these data. 
28 = 56. For the fil, X' /v = 1.02 wllh v = 92, Kolmogo,ov-Smirnov 
two.sample tests 1441 showed no time-depcndent correlation In the 
residuals at the 95% level of confidence. 
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2.2. Anal)'sls o[ clala 
TIlc accumul:ltcd signal In each channel, I, of th: MCS consist cd 
of [(S, + n,) - nil D /1',. (S, + n,) 15 the sum of the signal plus 
thc background counts that wcrc detccted during all of the first 
hall'es of the trap cyclcs; Di 15 the sum of thc back. 
ground counts delecled dUrlnn the second halves of thc cycles, 
I.e .. whcn Ions werc not bclng stored. We assumcd that il, "" ilj, 
so Ihal S, "" /1',. (S, + n,) and nj were not cxpllcltl)' avallablc for 
usc In the analysis bUI, In addltloll 10 /1'" the tOlal number of 
counlS, T = ~, (S, + n,) +~, oj, was known. 
A non·llncar, welghled, Icasl.squares procedure, based on 
[42J, was used to fit the data to a Iwo·exponcntlal decay func· 
tlon: I, '" o:dexp (- A,l,lJ + O::lexp (- A,I,)], Fits 10 a single. 
cxponcntlal plus a constant lerm werc also used. A possible 
origin for the second decay (or the constanl term) Is dlscusscd 
In Scctlon 2.3, 
111e stallstlcal uncerlalnty for each /1'" I.c., the welghl for Ihe 
fittIng proccdure, was (I, '" [(S, + 0,) + 011"'. Becausc S" 0" 
and OJ were not explicitly known, approximations werc neccs· 
sarI', For each set of trap parameters, we studied the back· 
ground In anelllar)' measurements with thc trap In the rcpulslve 
mod~ for both halvcs of the c~·cle. 
In somc of these mcasurements. the baCkground showed no 
time dcpendencc: for these. 0, and ni "'erc glvcn b)' il, E oj '" 
[T-~, N,] :2Irn .. E n, whcre 1m .. was Ihc numbcr of channcls 
uscd. In this casc, (II was approxlmatcd by 0' = [/r + 201' " 
where Ir Is the value of I, calculatcd using Ihe Initial valucs of 
Ihc paramclers. 
In olher cascs, Ihe ancillary mcasurcments of thc background 
showcd It to h,ve a lime dependence !'IUI could bc fillcd ade· 
qualcly wllh a slnglc exponcnllal decay plus a conslant tcrm: 
o:~[cxp (-Abt,)J + Pb' 11le welghls for Ihe filS 10 the meta· 
slable level decay dala were Ihen given by (II'" [Ij' + 20,]' , , 
I{hcrc 0, '" I)[rt~ exp (-A ~II) + Pb].11le normalization conslanl, 
I), Is calculaled from l[ T - ~, N,] '" I) ~dO:b exp (- A bt,) + 
Po]. 
For mosl filS, the values of reduced X' differed from 1.0 by 
amounls within Ihc expec, :1 range. Uncerlalnly limits for the 
measured decay rates al th~ 90% level of confidence were cal· 
culaled using Ihe melhod of Lampton el al. [43], who prescribe 
a general procedure for eSllmaling joinl confidence volumcs for 
correlaled parameler filS. 
Values for data obtained wllh the same source gas and 
pressure showed no dependence upon well depth except at 
some of the higher pressures used in measurements on N II (see 
Scctlon 3,3). Therefore, In order to Improve the slgnal·to.nolsc 
rallo, decay curves obtained with the same source·gas pressure 
werc summed. An example of a decay curve comprised of the 
sum of a number of measurements and the fit to It are glven in 
Fig. 5. Linear fits of the measured decay rates at functions 
of pressure (Stern-Volmer plots) were extrapolated to zero 
pressure In order to determine the radiative decay rates. 
2.3. Ullcertaillfics 
11lC/e am a number of effects that could lead to systematic 
errors but none appears to innuence the results significantly. 
Extrapolation of the measured decay rates to zero pressure 
required estimates of the rates for loss of metastable Ions through 
collisions with the residual gas (see Section 2, I). Uncertainties 
In these eS'jmates had a negligible impact on the radiative rate 
determination for all measurements ma"" with residual gas 
pressure of 10-1 Torr In the trap, I,e., for ell measurement, 
e~ccpt Ihose described In Section 3.3. 
Cascade repopulallon of the upper level, which haslnnucnced 
some other lifetlmr measurements, Is unllkel)' In this work 
because Ihe production mechanism, viz, collisional dissociation 
of a m~lecule, docs not popUlate efficiently IIi' hlgh.lylng le\'els 
of ntomlc Ions. The second exponential cumponents of the 
dccay curves discussed In Sections 3.1 and 3.::: arc thought to 
be blends rather than cascade!. Non~ Olf the blends Is posillvel)' 
Identified; most are attributed 1.0 dec"~s from mel astable levcls 
In molecular and/or atomic Ions that arc trapped alortg wllh Ihe 
primary species bclng studied. 
The work of Johnson et nl, [35 J discusses blended deca)'s 
that nrc both longer ano shortcr than the primary lifetime and 
considers the posslblllt)· thai a Iwo·exponentlal fit to the data 
may not be appropriate. The maximum total possible error is 
eSllmated to be about 61* at the 90% level of confidence, This 
value. which Is Iyplcal of the more accurale of our Illters),slem 
line A .value measurements, comprises slatistical uncertalnt), 
from the fits to the uecay curves and from the fit to the 
Stern-Volmer plol: uncertalnt!cs In time base, the corrcctlon 
for loss of metastable Ions through collisions with the residual 
gas. In the modellIng of the background and the concomitant 
Impact on the uncertainties In the decay curve data. and In the 
subtraction of a short.lived deca)': and an estimate of the Impact 
on the result of using a model other than a two exponential 
decay. Olher laboratory results are uncertain by as much as 
± 20«. Nevqrtheless, these measured values are at least as 
accurate as the calculated A·values and, therefore, can be 
used to assess the calculational techniques. 
3. Rel;ew of results 
IJfetime measurements for meta slab Ie levels In 51'+, 02+, and 
N+, are complete and work on C2+ Is In progress, Some com· 
ments on the results and comparisons with calculated values are 
presented In this section. 
3.1, Tlw 3s~ 'So-3s3p 3pp lille 0[51111 at 1892 A 
11le 3s3p 3pO term of 51 III comprises 3 levels but only one, 3pp, 
decays by an electric dipole transition, which is at 1892 A. 
Nicholas and colleagues [45-47] have used Intenslt)· ratios can· 
wining this line for determinations of electron density In the 
solar transition zone. References [1,3-5,7-9. and 16] discuss 
IUE spectra that show this line, 
We have measured the transition probability of Ihe 1892 A 
line of 51 III [32]. 512+ Ions were produced by electron bom. 
bardment of SiH. and SIF. at pressures ranging from 2 X 
10"7 Torr to 6 x 10"7 Torr. Interference filters were used to 
eliminate the radiation from the 'p- 'po Intersystem multiplet of 
SI II at 2335 A, The slgnal·to·background ratio In the first, 
10 ps.wlde channel was 3: I, H, showed no time dependence 
nor was there any dependence of the fitted lifetimes upon 
sOllrce gas, pressure, or well depth. OUI measured transition 
probability, A = (1.67 ± 0.10) x 104 5"', Is more accurate than 
calculated values. The comparison In Table II sholVs that any 
disc'epancles arc less than the estimated uncertainties in the 
results. 
3.2. 17le 2Sl2p' 3PI.,-2s2p3 5S~ lilies 0[0 III at 1661 allcl 
1666A 
Doschek et a\. [50] and Bhatia, Doschek, and Feldman [51] 
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Table II. Compar/soll 01 mcasured alld calClilatcd vallics 01 thc 
tramltloll probablllt)' lor thc ISo-'pr /llIc III SIIII 
UnccrlDlmy 
Melho~ II (10',·'> Rollo (I" > R.r",n.e 
M ... urcm.nl 1.67 .0.10 1321 
5.ml,mplrI,.lmod,1 1.78 0.94 .0.36 [481 
pOlenll,1 
Conf1t;ur3l1on 1.46 1.14 NOIe Co> [491 
Imer30llon 
lI.ruc.-ro.k 1.61 1.04 I'aclor 3/2 1201 
Dinoned w,v, 2.25 0.74 I',clor 2 [451 
• Uncerlalnl)' W31 nolll,led In 1491:", commcnlln 5"lIon 3.2. 
have used Ihe 0 III Inlersyslem lines In sludles of Ihe solar 
almosphere. Nussbaumer and Storey [52J consider these lines In 
the spectra of gaseous nebulae, symbiollc slars, and quasars. 
References [3-8, 10, and 14-17J report IUE observations of 
these lines. 
Johnson el al. [35J present lifetime measurements for Ihe 
2s2p' 'sf level In 0 III. TIlls deca)'s to both 2s'~p; 3P I and 
Ip, so only Ihe sum of the two A·values can be determined. 
Both 0, lind CO. at preSlures ranging from 10'8 Torr to 3 x 
10" Torr, were used as source gases. Decay curves obtained 
using O~ sourCe gas (sec Fig. 5) showed vorl' little back· 
ground signal or second exponential decay. Those obtained 
using CO sOllrce gas showed a IIme·dependent background and 
a strong second exponential decay. The latter may be attributed 
to decays from metastable C· Ions th~t would also have been 
stored In the trap (sec Section 2.3). Lifetimes obtained using 
both guses Were Identical within the experimental uncertainties. 
Johnson ct al. [35J obtained a value of821:!: 51 S'I for Ihe 
sum of the A·values for the 1661 A and 1666 A lines from the 
metaslable 5 s~ level. This result is comp~re.d to calculated values 
In Table III. The measured "alue Is more accurate than all of the 
calCUlated ones and Is larger than oJl value. except that of 
COWan el al. [20J, which has a largr uncertainly of ± 50%. The 
significance of the other discrepancies Is hard to assess because 
the accuracies of most calculations arc not staled In the published 
presentations. However, several of the authors have suggesled, 
In personal communications, that the typical uncertainty should 
be aboul ± 20%. In this case, the measured result agrees also 
with the value of Nussbaumer and Storei [52J. 
Dosehek et 01. [50J used the A·vale,)s of Bhatia ~t at. [51) for 
solar electron density determinations. If the branching ratio of 
[51] is correcl, our work would imply a correction of 34% 
shOUld be made to the A·values used by [SO) with a concomitant 
Increase of about 50% to the electron densities titat were deter· 
mined. One of the line intensity ratios used b)' Dosche!; CI al. 
comprises tite C III Intersystem line at 1909 A and tite 0 111 
1666 A lIne. TItls ratio Is. thercfore. doubly sensitive to th~ 
accuracy of the A·values used. Our work on the C 1I1lnters)'stcllI 
line Is discussed In Section 3.4. 
3.3. 77lc 2s'2p' 3PI,,-2s2p3'Sf /llIcs olN II at 2140 alld 
2143 A 
Emission from the m~tastable 'sf level of W was prominent In 
the spectrum of Nova Corona Austrlna A 1981 [IOJ and Is 
thought to be responsible for a slsntncant feature In the ultra. 
violet spectra of aurorae [5SJ. TI,e lines have not been seen in 
the sun. 
The fir$! measurement of the lifetime of a metastable level 
In our laboratory was that of W by Knighl [36), who obtained 
a value of 4.2:t 0.6ms. This is equivalent to a value of 
23B :!: 34 S·I for the sum of the A·values for the two decays 
from this level. Knight [36) also confirmed values. obtained 
from auroral studies, of the cross sections for producllon of 
N' by electron bombardment and for quenchi.,;! of melamble 
W byN,. 
TIte work of Knlghl [36J did not usc the add/subtract data 
collection system. TIle residual gas pressure In his lVork was at 
least 5 x 10" Torr, which Is SO limes greater Ihan that used for 
the measurements described In the two previous subsections. 
Subsequent studies In our laborator)' have Indicated that KnlShl 
[36J mal' have underestlnlated the quenching rate by lite resl· 
dual gas and. therefore, obtained a lifetime thaI was too short 
by an amount that was slightly greater than his eSllmated limit 
of uncennlnty. We a!r ""''''''nulng to study this problcm. 
3.4. 77rc 25; ISO-?:~" Jpr lillc olC III at 1909 A 
C III is homologous to Si Ill; the 2s' ISo-2s2p 3pr line at 
1909 A Is ordcrs of magnitude stronger than the other lines of 
the m·rltlplet. The 1909 A line has been used In a number of 
studies of the solar transition zone [56-58J and Is seen in IUE 
speclra of a wide varlelY of objects 11,3-6,9, 10, 12-19J. Tite 
ISf1"'3pf line at 1907 A Is also seen, for example In planetary 
nebulae, and can be used along with the I 909 A line for denslt)' 
determinations [59,60J. TIlls t.J = 2, "forbidden" line has an 
II·value that Is 104 times smaller than that of the 1909 A inter· 
system line [60J and, thus, the lifetIme of the latter Can be 
measured without concern about the blend wllh lhe 1907 A 
decay. 
Kwong et at. [37J have presented preliminary results for the 
1909 A line A .value. CO and CH., at pr~ssures from 5 x 10'8 
Torr to 2 x 10-' Torr were used as WHce gases. The measure· 
Table III. Measured alld calculated values of rlrc transition probabilif)' lor tire 2s'2p' 3p <- 2s2p3 'so dOllblet 010 III at 1660.8 alld 
1666.2 !I. 
A (, ') 821 ,-, l:A(,"> 
MClhod 1661 A 1666 A (sec note a) l:A Rererence 
Measurement 821 16.2% 1111, work 
Configuration interaction 157 440 597 1.38 1511 
M u Ilico nflg ura t Ion· D Irac-F ock 120 421 541 J.52 153 1 
Configuration interaction 212 522 734 1.12 [521 
Configuration Interaction 174 423 597 1.38 [541 
Hartrcc-Fock 377 1105 1482 1 50% 0.55 120 1 
a Unccrtnlntles for most calculated values are not stated; see comment in Section 3.1. 
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ments were complicate,l by the presence of strong C II Inler· 
system line emission at 2325 A and, when using CO as a source 
gas, by Intersystem line emission from 0 lit as weli. Several 
Interference mters were tmployed and, 3S a result of their low 
transmission und of the small A·value for the transition, the 
counl r~lrs and the slgnal·to·noise rallos were low. The pre· 
Iiminary work Indlcatcllhat Ihe measuredA·yalue Is 75:!: 20s- l , 
s::Shtly smallel than calculated values [20,53, 60-62J. 
4. Concluding remarils 
A radlo.frequency Ion trap has been employed for the first 
mea'UremenlS of lifetimes of melastable levels In 10w·Z atomic 
Ions that have spin·changlng (Intersystem) lines which are seen 
In astronomical spectra. The A·values that can be obtained from 
the measured lifetimes are used In studies of electron density 
ar.d temperature In astronomical plasmas. In most cases, the 
measured values are more accurate than the calculated values 
used In Ihese diagnostic procedures heretofore. Differences 
between the measured and ~alcul3ted results Indicate that the 
uncertainty in some of the latter may have been underestl· 
mated and, as a consequence, the results of some of the Jeter· 
n'lnatlons of electron density for astrophysical plasmas should 
be reconsidered. 
These measurements are being extended to other Ions that 
have Intersystem lines that can be used ior astrophyskal plasma 
diagnostics. In particular, SI II,C lI,and AI II arc being studied. 
The density sensili"ity of Ihe C II Inlersystem lines has been 
discussed hy Stencel el al. [4 J. Th~ intersystem multlplels of 
Si (( and C II comprise several upper levels with similar but 
different lifetimes. A spectromeler will be employed in order 
to resoll'e the I'arlous lines so that Ihelr lifetimes can be 
measured. The work on Ihe AI II inlersystem line. which has 
been seen in IUE speclra bv Hack [5J and by Jordan, Ferraz, 
and Brown [63J, will be Ihe first in which we sludy an Ion that 
'annot be fanned readily by ciccI ron bombardmenl of a mole· 
cule. TIle AI· Ions will be crealed In a laser·produced plasma. 
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ABSOLUTE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 
OF LINES IN THE SPECTRA OF 
ASTROPHYSICAL ATOMS. "~!"ECULES, ANn IONS 
1. REVIE~ OF SCIENTIFI£ OBJECTIVE& 
Our laboratory astrophysics research program comprises measurements of 
fundamental atomic and molecular data--in particnlar, of absolnte tran~ition 
probabilities [A-volues, or f-values] for ultraviolet lines. 
The molecular transitions that we are studying are ones that have been, 
or could be, used for observations of molecul,s in diffuse interstellar 
clouds; determinations of physical conditions in such clouds, especially 
abundances and temperatures, require accurate A-values for rotational lines of 
molecules. 
The other A-values that we are measuring are for spin-changing 
(intersystem) lines in low-Z, singly- and doubly-charged atomi~ ions. These 
lines al'G also used in interstellar cloud abundance determinations, but, 
because their intensities in astrophysioal plasmas depend vpon the electron 
densities there, the atomic data t.hat we or.e measu.ing are of most value in 
quantitative application of densHy diagnostic tectmiques. 
2.1 Q!! (!!.Y!lroxyl): 
Our study of the lifetimes of levels in the D2l- state of 08 oontinues in 
collaboration with F. S. Tomkins and P. M. Dehmer (Argonne Nat. Lab.). 
Successful tests of the on production apparatus, by remeasurement of lifetimes 
for levels in the A2)+ state, and of the VUV (A1222 ~) laser have been 
'" 
reported earlier. We have not, however, yet detected fluorescence from on 
radicals excited by the laser to the D2l- state. The explanation may involve 
destruction of the OH by the intenle laser radiation at longer wavelengths 
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HEASUREMID1'l' OF THE A-VALUE OF THE 3s1" "S, - 383p IP~ INTERSYSTEM TRANSITION III Al II AT 1670 : A PROORESS REPORT 
INTRODUCTION 
B. Carol Johnson and H.S. Kwong1 
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics 
60 Garden Street 
Cambridge, KA 02138 
Ratios of intensities of spectral lines produced in the radiative 
decay of collisionally-excited levels of atomic ions are versatile 
indicators of electron density in astrophysical plasmas when one of the 
lines involves a metastable level (see the review by Feldman 1981 and 
references therein), Radiative transition probabilities (A-values) and 
eleotron exoitation cross sections are necessary tor accurate, 
quantitative analyses of these plasmas. The work reported her~ is part 
of a program of measurements of astrophysically interesting A-values and 
radiative lifetimes (see the review by Smith J1 ~ 1984), until we 
began, such anaylyses of astrophysical pla/llllas depended upon unconfirmed 
calculated A-values. 
Hel'l we report preliminary laboratory study of the intersystem line 
at 1670 A in Al II. This line is seen in pre-main sequence stars and 
symbiotio stars. Brown. de H. Ferraz. and Jordan (1984) observed the 
Al III line in T Tauri and included the line in their derivation of the 
emission measure distribution. They predict line ratios involving Al 
III and resonanoe lines will be density sensitive tor ne 1 10~1 em-I. 
Recent calculati~ns of the A-val~e for the 38: 1S, -- 3s3p "P1 
transition in Al are 2680±5~ s 1 and 3450 s • by Cowan, Hobbs, and 
York (1982) and Laughlin and Victor (1979), respectively. 
EXPERIMENT AL IlETHOD 
In our measurements, radiative lifetimes are determined by 
monitoring the time dependenoe of the radiative decay from metastable 
ions stored in a oylindrical, radio frequenoy (rf) ion trap. In 
previous work (see, for example, Johnson, Smith, and Knight 1984 or 
Kwong ~ ~ 1983), metastable ions wer~ ~reated by electron bombardment 
on souroe gases. In this mea~urement, Al ions are produced in a laser 
plasma, generated by focussing the output of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser 
onto a target mounted on the ring electrode of the rf ion trap. Knight 
(1981) demonstrated that singly charged metal ions produced using tliis 
technique were 8tored in an electrostatio ion trap. 
The oomponents ot the experiment are indicted in Figure 1 and a 
timing diagram detailing the sequence of events for each laser pulse is 
given in Figure 2. The Nd:YAG laser is operated at 10 Hz. The 1.06 ~ 
1. Permanent Address: Department of Physics, University of Nevada. 
Las Vegas. 4505 Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, NV 89154. 
laser output is fooussed. by a lens exter~ to the vaouum system. onto 
an Al target after passing through the ion trap. The laser power 
delivered to the target ar~a of - 2xl0-' om' in the - 10 ns wide pulse 
is 1.0 to 2.5 HW. The threshold for plasma produotion is observed at a 
power densHy of - 3 GWcm-'. 
FIGURE 1. Schematic of the experiDEnt. s:;. electron gun. Nd:'OO • 
laser. L1 ~ lens to focus laser output onto target. T • target. IG • 
nude ionization gauge. lIE • upper electrode. RE • ring electrode. IE • 
lCMer electrode. 1.2 so lens to focus storeO ion fluorescence onto l?MI'. IF 
• interference filter. lMI.' • (tiotanultiplie, tube. DI .. electron 
mltiplier. 
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FIGURE 2. Timing sequence for each laser shot. 'Dle sequence repeats at 
10 Hz. '1t1e gain on the l?MI' ~s constant at the location marked 610 jls. 
The plasma is monitored by observing the voltage generated by the 
collector current of a nude iOnization gauge. The temporal behavior of 
the neutral and ionized component of the plasma is estimated from these 
data. The plasma-produced stored ions are monitored by "dumping" the 
ions out of the trap onto an electron multiplier. 
Emission from tbe Al plasma is studied using a 0.3 m scanning 
monoobromator with a RCA IP28 photomultiplier tube on the exit slit; a 
prism spectrograph and speotroscopio plates; or a IP28 photomultiplier 
tube. For radiative lifetime measurements, (in Al II this corresponds 
to a measurement of tbe A-value for tbe 3s 1 ~S. -- 3s3p IP~ transition, 
since there is only one dec~y channel for tbe IP, level), fluorescence 
from trapped, metastable Al is detected u~ng a solar blind EMR 
541Q-P5M photomultiplier tube (PM!). t 55 A FWHM filter oentered on 
2660 A witb 16 ~ transmission at 2670 limits the bandpass of the 
system. 
Preliminary work indioates emission associated with the laser 
plasma is strong enough to damage tbe PM!. Tberefore, tbe PM! is 
protected by gating tbe pbotooatbode o,f during plasma production. 
Photon oounts representing Al II 2670 A fluoresoenoe are time analyzed 
using a multiohannel scaler with 10 ~s resolution. 
RESULTS 
Temporal studies of the plasma using the ionization gauge indioate 
tbat the plasma velooity is approximately 10' ems-I; tbe ions travel 
faeter than the neutrals; and tbe vaouum system recovers to tbe base 
pressure of lxl0-' Torr about 10 ~s atter plasma produotion. The plasma 
produotion effioiency, as determined by the reuonanoe emission lines. 
the Signal Observed on the ioni~ation gauge, and tbe stored ion signal, 
inoreases if the laser is focussed to a fresh target area by adjusting 
the lens external to the vaouum cbamber approximately every 1000 laser 
shots. Speotrosoopic studies of th; plasma indicate tbat there is very 
little oontinuum from 2000 to 5000 A. Resonance lines in Al I and Al.Il 
have been identified; tbe strongest emission ogours at 3082 and 3092 A 
(tbe 3p Ipo -- 3d "D multiPlet.in Al I). 3586 A (tbe 3d -D -- 4f IFo 
multiplet in Al II), and 2632 A (the 3pl "D -- 4f 'Fo multiplet in 
Al II). This latter emission pauses through the bandpass filter that is 
used to isolate the Al III 2760 A fluoresoence, bowever it is separated 
temporally from the intersystem fluoresoenoe by the multichannel scaler. 
Ions are trapped following plasma produotion. The threshold for 
the stored ion signal .1s coinoident witll the threshold for plasma 
production as determined from the ionization gauge signal. The 
charge-to-mass ratio of the stored ions inferred from the trap 
potentials (see Wineland, Itano, and Van Dyok 1983 tor a disoussion of 
the stability diagram for rf ion traps) and time-o~-flight+~easurements 
on the stored ion signal indioates the ions are Al and Al • 
Fluorescence within the bandpass of the deteotion system from stored 
ions is observed (see Figure 3). The fluores~enoe is not present it the 
tra.p is made to be unstable tor storage of Al ions wbile holding all 
other conditions fixed. The fluoresoenoe seems to inorease if the laser 
produoed plasma is orossed with an eleotron beam of N 200 eV energy, N 
50 ~A ourrent, and 500 ~s duration. The data in Figure 3 give a decay 
~:~:r:~:~e!St~~~:i~~~~ti:i!~+~l~~;:;!~~St~~ ~::aA;;~~~e~~~::ry and it 
is premature to quote a .easured deoay rate. 
... ;.. 
-
'''"' -FIGURE 3. Time behavior of fluorescence oa;erved for stored Al + ions. 
'nle data have been binned in 100 I1S channels. Data plotted using open 
circles are oontaminatea by noise fran the laser. 
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